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**Research purposes:**

This is to analyze realities of capital raising activity of Hoa Phat Group Joint Stock Company on the securities markets, with a view to find out capital raising demands on one general Vietnam securities market for the joint stock company. And then, it helps them taking positive measures to be applied in their own enterprises to raise capital effectively. Hence, a medium-term and long-term source of capital of their own would be created avoid borrowing loan from the commercial trade, and this creates a favorable condition for the joint stock companies to develop business and production activities, confirm more clearly their roles in the national economy.

**New contributions:**

Systematize fundamental knowledge of capital raising activity of the joint stock company model on Vietnam securities market in recent period Evaluate realities of capital raising work of Hoa Phat Group Joint Stock Company on the securities market in recent period about issuance of both shares and bond.
Propose some feasibility solutions to strengthening capital raising of Hoa Phat Group Joint Stock Company on Vietnam securities market in the coming time.

Help the joint stock companies with the same model to raise capital in the most effective manner on Vietnam securities market.
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